Trapple
Attractive Fruit Fly Trap

TRAPPLE FRUIT FLY TRAP
THE EASY-TO-USE SOLUTION TO ATTRACT FLIES AWAY FROM FRUIT USING NON-TOXIC, NATURAL ATTRACTANTS

The trapple fruit fly trap is an attractive, decorative way to eliminate the annoyance of fruit flies. Attractant cup and gluecard are non-toxic, natural attractants that last 30–45 days. Replacement cups and gluecards are available. With trapple, only four easy steps are needed to capture and contain fruit flies in your home.

PRODUCT
Trapple Fruit Fly Trap (6-pack)

PART NUMBER
TR-02-6BX

1. Open trapple.
2. Puncture attractant cup.
3. Peel liner from gluecard and replace contents in apple.